Release Notes
These Release Notes outline changes made to
Panviva (version 18.3) that may directly affect
users.

Customer Requested
Enhancements

Improvements

Ability to split content with the click of
a button (19007)

Technical changes have been made to
improve the operations involving large
operations like search, Analytics, and
background tasks.

A new editor feature that enables the
Author to be able to split huge content
into smaller tasks or sections, with just a
click of the button. To split the content,
you can place the cursor on the given
paragraph and click the ‘splitter’, which
will move everything from the beginning
of that paragraph and everything below
the cursor to the new task (or section).

Multi-select of Mass-archive messages
(19805, 17549)
This improvement enables the user to be able
to either multi-select or archive all the
messages in the message centre. When
selecting the drop-down from the check-box –
•
•
•

‘Archive all’ option will always be
enabled.
‘Archive selected’ will be enabled
when a selection is made
If the main Check-box is selected, all
the messages in the given page will be
selected

Performance Improvements (19614)

Document Access details chart now
also includes sub-folders of the
selected folder (20241)
Document Access details chart now
returns result for all the documents and
sub-folders present within the selected
folder. Please note that selection of home
folder for this chart is disabled. Document
access detail chart supports selection of
one folder to run the chart

Improvements to the top 10
documents, search terms and User
charts (18636)
We now have the option to be able to
generate results for up to 100 Number of
records for the charts – Top Document, Top
Search terms, and Top users. The drop-down
filter allows to select between two values – 10
& 100.
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Fixes
Unable to paste text with angle
brackets in the document (19383)

appear (IE browser specific issue). This has
now been corrected.

Copying content within angled bracket
would delete the content and only paste
brackets in the document. This has now
been corrected.

No Complete ‘tick’ button in compare
view (19850)
A complete button to close the compare
window has been reinstated.

Full data export for Document access
details chart contains blank email
column (19362)
The full data export for ‘Document access
details’ chart was displaying a blank
column in place of user Email. This has
now been corrected (The CSV file will have
blank cells in case the user does not have
an email listed).

If this is you, and you love what we’re doing,
or you have some product feedback, please
let us know at support@panviva.com

Full data export for Document access
details chart contains blank email
column (19897)
The full data export for ‘Document access
details’ chart was displaying a blank
column in place of ‘Date of Access’ and
shifted data to the next column. This has
now been corrected.

Search results provide incorrect detail
fields (19847)
The search results were displaying fields
inconsistent to the configured display settings
in the Admin setting. This has now been
corrected.

Tasks in editor do not appear for when
the number of tasks exceeds 14
(18809)
When the number of tasks created in the
editor exceed 14, the tasks after did not
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